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As seen in Real Simple, Shape Magazine, and on Oprah.com Cleaning products that save
money--and the planet! Forget about chemical cleaners and pricey "green" products--all you
need are a few simple kitchen staples to make your whole house sparkle! The Organically
Clean Home features 150 easy-to-make recipes for cleaning products filled with all-natural
ingredients you can trust (and actually pronounce!). From dishwasher detergent to antibacterial
wipes, America's favorite cleaning blogger Becky Rapinchuk guides you through the steps
needed to make these everyday necessities--without spending a fortune. Complete with simple
instructions for packaging and storing your homemade cleaners, you'll enjoy turning each room
into a beautiful and toxic-free space with fresh-scented products like: Lemon and clove
hardwood floor cleaner No-bleach laundry whitener and brightener Peppermint glass and
mirror wipes Lavender and lemon bathroom disinfecting spray Citrus foaming hand soap With
The Organically Clean Home, you'll save hundreds of dollars every month--and have a clean,
healthy home that you and your family can feel good about.
A twisted relationship between two couples reaches a terrible climax in this novel by the New
York Times-bestselling author of Machines Like Me. Colin and Mary are lovers on holiday in
Italy, their relationship becoming increasingly problematic as they become increasingly
alienated from one and other. They move from place to place in this foreign land but seemingly
without aim or purpose, seemingly bored and without attachment. Then they meet a man
named Robert and his disabled wife, Caroline. Colin and Mary seem happy for the
diversion—happy to meet another couple that takes their focus off of each other for a while. But
things become strange when they attempt to leave: Robert and Caroline insist that they stay
with them for a while longer. While Mary and Colin do rediscover an erotic attraction to each
other during this time, they also find that their relationship with Robert and Caroline is taking a
dreadful and horrific turn, in this “fine novel” by the Booker Prize-winning author of Saturday
and On Chesil Beach (New Statesman). “McEwan perfectly captures the thrill of travel when
one is divorced from familiar surroundings and the chance of something unusual and out-ofcharacter seems possible. Of course, this being a McEwan fiction, the possibility is a brutal
truth about how people find love in extreme ways.”—The Daily Beast
"Questo libro è dedicato a tutti coloro che amano il sapone naturale e sono alla ricerca di una
fonte di ispirazione per creare formule sempre nuove, ricche di ingredienti preziosi per
prendersi cura di sé, dei propri cari e del proprio ambiente, a 360 gradi. Patrizia Garzena e
Marina Tadiello, già autrici del best seller “Il tuo sapone naturale”, aprono per la prima volta la
loro cucina del sapone, condividendo 77 tra le loro ricette preferite, quelle più collaudate e
riuscite, davvero a “prova di errore”! Si parte da ricette molto semplici, adatte a chi sta
muovendo i primi passi, per arrivare a formule più complesse che prevedono l’uso di
ingredienti particolari e di tecniche avanzate anche -ma non solo- per ottenere saponi originali
e decorativi. Ogni ricetta riporta i metodi di preparazione più adatti e l’indicazione del grado di
difficoltà che guida lungo un percorso di apprendimento e specializzazione per passare,
divertendosi, da apprendista a esperto."
A comprehensive and authoritative text providing information on the usefulness, effectiveness
and appropriateness of the use of herbal remedies in childhood. A practical guide to the safe
and effective use of herbal medicines in pediatric primary care, written by a respected and
internationally known expert Easily accessible information ensures quick reference in practice
Case histories and practical tips make this an essential companion for all professionals in
primary care
A Humancentric Approach to a Technological Innovation THIS IS NOT SIMPLY A BOOK
ABOUT TECHNOLOGY. IT IS A BOOK ABOUT THE INCREASING ROLE HUMANITY MUST
PLAY DURING THIS TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTION IN ORDER TO THRIVE, NOT JUST
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SURVIVE. ? In The transHuman Code, authors Carlos Moreira and David Fergusson ask, "Are
we building a better future for humanity with the help of magnificent technology or could we
instead be building a future with better technology at the expense of humanity?" In proclaiming
the obvious, that the human is and will always be the greatest and most advanced technology
the world has ever known, the authors ask, "Doesn't it then make the most sense to place the
understanding, improvement, and utilization of humanity as today's highest priority?" The
transHuman Code is a book of conversations about how we employ the power of technology to
script the best future possible. By introducing you to some of the world's most important
innovators and dynamic developments occurring today, giving you a clearer understanding of
their implications and then sparking the conversations that need to happen as a result, the
hope is that together we will develop a transHuman code that will allow us to remain both the
apex and axis of all technological progress from here forward. How we do this today is new
territory. Dynamic innovative opportunities are here, or very near, for the taking. Which ones
should we pursue and why? The transHuman Code introduces, through an address of the core
elements of our life ecosystem, the discussions we must have. Together, both readers and
contributors will form collective, proactive answers in this interactive process. You are invited to
join Moreira and Fergusson, through this groundbreaking book, to begin this important work
together.
Our planet is growing hotter, which is mainly due to the burning of fossil fuels. Yet, most of us
remain chained to the belief that there is no alternative source of energy sufficiently plentiful
and cheap. Dawn of the Solar Age provides a blueprint for shifting the energy base of human
civilisation out of fossil fuels and successfully reducing the concentration of greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere. The author shows how the commercialisation of fully proven
technologies—that can provide limitless amounts of renewable energy and entirely replace all
fossil fuels—is being delayed to serve the purposes of dominant corporations and nations. He
studies the economic viability of these technologies and tells us how we can avert the
imminent disaster that we face today. He concludes that the transition out of fossil fuels,
though difficult, need not be too slow to prevent irreparable damage.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Celebrity model Inès de la Fressange shares the well-kept
secrets of how Parisian women maintain effortless glamour and a timeless allure. Inès de la
Fressange—France’s icon of chic—shares her personal tips for living with style and charm,
gleaned from decades in the fashion industry. She offers specific pointers on how to dress like
a Parisian, including how to mix affordable basics with high-fashion touches, and how to
accessorize. Her step-by-step do’s and don’ts are accompanied by fashion photography, and
the book is personalized with her charming drawings. Inès also shares how to bring Parisian
chic into your home, and how to insert your signature style into any space—even the office. The
ultrachic volume is wrapped with a three-quarter-height removable jacket and features offset
aquarelle paper and a ribbon page marker. Complete with her favorite addresses for finding
the ultimate fashion and decorating items, this is a must-have for any woman who wants to add
a touch of Paris to her own style.
Ormai non ci sono più scuse: bisogna eliminare la plastica. Animali che muoiono soffocati.
un’isola di plastica, grande 3 volte la Francia, che galleggia nel pacifico… Non se ne può più.
questo libro spiega come ognuno di noi può correre ai ripari. una mappa dettagliata della
situazione e una rassegna completa di tutte le alternative disponibili alla plastica. Bisogna
infatti correre ai ripari: • Liberando le nostre abitazioni dalla plastica, in cucina, in bagno e in
giardino. • Usando materiali alternativi (vetro, ceramica, bambù, canapa…). • Abbracciando
un’economia locale sostenibile. • Diffondendo «il verbo» in famiglia, con gli amici, sul lavoro.
Una MAPPA DETTAGLIATA DELLA SITUAZIONE e una RASSEGNA COMPLETA di tutte le
alternative disponibili alla plastica. Finalmente anche in Italia, il libro che in America ha
scatenato il dibattito sulla «virtuosità» della raccolta differenziata: riciclare è insufficiente,
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bisogna eliminare. «Nell’ultimo mezzo secolo la produzione mondiale di plastica è aumentata
da 5,5 milioni a circa 100 milioni di tonnellate. Ogni anno nel pianeta vengono utilizzati ben 500
miliardi di buste derivate dal petrolio; 8 milioni di tonnellate finiscono negli oceani. Ogni minuto
si acquistano 1 milione di bottiglie di plastica, ovvero il 10% di tutti i rifiuti a livello globale.
Questo libro ci lascia assolutamente senza alibi». - MASSIMILIANO PONTILLO
From international bestselling author Cristina Caboni comes an exquisite and engrossing novel
of two women, centuries apart, bound by a love of books and a longing for self-discovery. With
her delicate touch, Sofia Bauer restores books to their original splendor. In this art she finds
refuge from her crumbling marriage and the feeling that her once-vibrant life is slipping away.
Then an antique German edition takes her breath away. Slipped covertly into the endpapers is
an intriguing missive, the first part of a secret...from one bookbinder to another. Two hundred
years ago, Clarice von Harmel defied the constraints of family and society to engage in a
profession forbidden to women. Within three separate volumes, Clarice bound her own hidden
story filled with pain, longing, and love beyond all reason. A confession that now crosses
centuries to touch the heart of a stranger. With the help of book collector Tomaso Leoni, Sofia
connects the threads of Clarice's past, page by page, line by line, town by town. She's
determined to make Clarice's voice heard. With each new revelation, Clarice is giving Sofia the
courage to find her own voice and hope for the future she thought was lost.
Often called the father of modern aromatherapy, Tisserand introduced the use of essential oils
in healing in this seminal bestseller. Includes a glossary and therapeutic index.
In un tempo in cui la maggior parte dell’umanità si è allontanata da una vita a contatto con la
natura, dirigendosi verso una eccessiva medicalizzazione anche dei più piccoli disturbi fisici,
l’autrice – in contatto con i più famosi monasteri e conventi d’Italia – ha scelto di farsi
raccontare la sapienza erboristica e medica che monaci e frati hanno coltivato fin dai tempi più
remoti. In un viaggio entusiasmante Anna Maria Foli ha incontrato abati e madri badesse, priori
e superiori, attingendo ai codici medievali della tradizione sul cosiddetto “giardino monastico”
e ai ricettari della farmacia di San Salvatore a Gerusalemme, scoprendo che l’interesse per la
psicosomatica e la terapia olistica fiorì proprio negli antichi conventi. Un grande prontuario di
ricette terapeutiche, tutte naturali, attinte dall’antica sapienza di monasteri e conventi. Una
guida pratica al riconoscimento delle erbe officinali e al loro uso medicinale, cosmetico,
aromatico, dietetico. Di ogni rimedio, la storia, gli aneddoti, le caratteristiche, le proprietà
curative, la preparazione e le modalità di utilizzo.
UNA GUIDA ALLA MODERNA COSMETOLOGIA, FIRMATA DA UN AUTOREVOLE
ESPERTO, INDISPENSABILE PER CAPIRE I REALI BENEFICI, PREGI, DIFETTI E
PERICOLI DEI COSMETICI. Nella moderna società dell'apparenza e del culto del corpo, il
cosmetico ha assunto un'importanza enorme, eppure pochi ne conoscono gli effetti reali sul
corpo e sulla salute. Con questo libro si potranno finalmente capire appieno i benefici, ma
anche i pericoli, grazie a un'attenta guida che accompagna il lettore nella conoscenza e
comprensione degli ingredienti. L'autore, dopo un'attenta riflessione teorica sulla bellezza, sul
rapporto tra corpo e seduzione, e sulla psicocosmesi, analizza tutti gli aspetti pratici dei
cosmetici: creme, trattamenti speciali, peeling, oli e maschere, anti-age, igiene intima e
deodoranti, profumi, fisiocosmesi. Dal viso al corpo ai capelli, ogni parte ha le sue regole, ogni
prodotto offerto sul mercato va capito, scelto e adottato con piena consapevolezza.
Indispensabile per questo è la guida alla lettura delle etichette, per orientarsi nella giungla dei
prodotti cosmetici. Con un contributo di Nicola Sorrentino, dedicato al rapporto tra bellezza e
alimentazione.

David Icke exposes what he says is the real story behind global events which shape the
future of human existence.
Dr Roy Martina has developed a powerful comprehensive healing system called
'Omega healing'. This preventative system has been acknowledged as one of the most
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powerful healing techniques currently available. It tackles the root cause of problems –
not just the symptoms. Balancing the emotional body and returning to our core essence
restores us to greater health, ease and happiness. This fantastic CD package collects
together some of Roy's most powerful teachings on this subject, along with meditations
that will allow you to implement its incredible effects in your life. The first section
provides an excellent introduction to Roy's background and how he came to heal
himself using his Omega Healing technique. The second section features four
incredible meditations that will allow you to heal every aspect of your life. The first
provides energy and vitality. The second is a relaxing visualisation for the end of the
day. The third helps with releasing feelings. The fourth helps heal traumas in our past
lives. These meditations, recorded live in London and exclusively for Hay House
showcase one of the brightest new voices in healing.
Questo riferimento unico nel suo genere, ora completamente rivisitato e aggiornato,
comprende oltre 100 trattamenti efficaci, dagli antivirali alle vitamine, oltre a sedi di
specialisti e cliniche, informazioni per l'ordine via Internet e contatti di organizzazioni
CFS / ME nazionali, locali e internazionali. Le sezioni nuove ed estese comprendono
protocolli medici e ricerche sulle cause e i meccanismi della malattia, tutti scritti in un
linguaggio conciso e di facile comprensione. Ogni aspetto della malattia viene
accuratamente esaminato, dalla diagnosi a una discussione approfondita dei sintomi,
dalle terapie tradizionali a quelle alternative fino alle strategie di coping essenziali. La
nuova edizione contiene capitoli per coloro che affrontano molteplici sensibilità
chimiche e restrizioni dietetiche, oltre a una sezione ampliata su bambini e adolescenti
con CFS / ME. Sindrome da stanchezza cronica: una guida al trattamento, seconda
edizione, rimane la guida di riferimento più completa su questa malattia.
Starting in the mid-1800s, there was a steady drop in deaths from all infectious
diseases, decreasing to relatively minor levels by the early 1900s. The history of that
transformation involves famine, poverty, filth, lost cures, eugenicist doctrine, individual
freedoms versus state might, protests and arrests over vaccine refusal, and much
more. But the authors shows that vaccines, antibiotics, and other medical interventions
are not responsible for the increase in lifespan and the decline in mortality from
infectious diseases.
Proposes illnesses and maladies are the result of improper diet and presents a
macrobiotic diet, heavily dependent on whole grains and whole foods, that will speed
healing by maintaining a balance of the universal forces, yin and yang.
First published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.

The secrets behind the world's most beautiful skin! In Korea, healthy, glowing
skin is the ideal form of beauty. It's considered achievable by all, men and
women, young and old—and it begins with adopting a skin-first mentality. Now,
this Korean beauty philosophy has taken the world by storm! As the founder of
Soko Glam, a leading Korean beauty and lifestyle website, esthetician and
beauty expert Charlotte Cho guides you through the world-renowned Korean tenstep skin-care routine—and far beyond—to help you achieve the clearest and most
radiant skin of your life With Charlotte's step-by-step tutorials, skin-care tips, and
advice on what to look for in products at all price levels, you'll learn how to
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pamper and care for your skin at home with Korean-approved techniques and
pull off the "no makeup" makeup look we've seen and admired on women in the
streets of Seoul. And you'll get access to beauty secrets from Charlotte's favorite
beauty gurus from around the world, including supermodels, YouTube
sensations, top makeup artists, magazine editors, actresses, and leading Korean
skincare researchers. With the knowledge of an expert and voice of a trusted
friend, Charlotte's personal tour through Korean beauty culture will help you find
joy in the everyday beauty routines that will transform your skin.
The Egyptian civilization, which flourished along the banks of the Nile for about
3000 years, was one of the most extraordinary and enduring of the ancient world.
Even today, after two thousand years since its setting, it continues to exert
considerable charm. The Egyptians left many traces of their culture, thanks to the
climate dry desert that has preserved over the centuries. The Sphinx and many
pyramids, mummies, funerary masks, funerary decorations, the papyri, have thus
been preserved from destruction, the common fate of many ancient remains.
Egypt is in fact also known as the "gift of the Nile", because the flooding of the
river deposited on the fields a layer of fertile silt, vital for the growth of crops.
Already in prehistoric times, the first settlers learned to sow and plant their crops
in the fields still covered by mud after the waters had receded. I collected, almost
always abundant, they allowed that civilization to thrive and achieve a brilliance
never known before. The ancient Egyptians called the fertile valley of the Nile
kemet, "black earth", and themselves remet-en-kemet, "the people of the black
earth", while the desert surrounding the town was said deshret, "red earth."
A successful Italian doctor’s idyllic life is shattered by shameful accusations in a
novel by the Campiello Prize–winning author of The Worst Intentions. In a
sprawling villa on the outskirts of Rome, the internationally revered pediatric
oncologist Leo Pontecorvo and his family have gathered for dinner. For these
exemplary members of Italy’s upper middle-class, the scene is perfect in every
way—until a horrifying accusation airs on the evening news concerning Leo
Pontecorvo himself. From this point on, nothing will ever be the same. An
allegation of embezzling would be bad enough, but to the horror of his family, Leo
is also said to have seduced his son’s twelve-year-old girlfriend. The spotlight
now turned on Leo reveals every mistake, regret, and contradiction of his lifetime.
The details of his private and professional life are debated by both friends and
foes, ravenous reporters and punctilious prosecutors. Unable to face the
suspicious gazes of his wife and children, Leo descends into the basement of his
palatial home—a self-imposed exile in which he attempts to piece together the
shattered remains of his life.
Anyone with any kind of digital presence is a publisher. That includes web sites,
but also businesses that blog, are present on social media sites such as
Facebook, YouTube or Twitter, and even companies that publish and
disseminate content digitally, such as white papers, e-books, podcasts, etc. The
reason for this shift is clear: it's easier and cheaper than ever to have a digital
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presence - and to use your digital profile to market to your customers and
prospects. Doing so reduces, and in some cases, eliminates, the need for
advertising. Why buy media when you ARE the media? But as we all know, with
great power comes great responsibility. What kind of content should you publish?
In what forms, and on what platforms? How do you ensure that you'll keep having
things to say, and how will you say them effectively, in a consistent "voice"
unique to your organization? How will you know if your content strategy is
working?
In Clean Mama’s Guide to a Healthy Home, Becky Rapinchuk, author of Simply
Clean and creator of the popular cleaning website Clean Mama, provides a stepby-step guide to take charge of your home’s wellness with a comprehensive, allnatural cleaning system. Scientific evidence points to a clear link between
household chemicals and a number of diseases and chronic health issues.
Drawing on this research, Rapinchuk’s program delivers an organized, beautiful,
toxic-free, environmental-friendly household by providing readers with: A room-byroom guide to cleaning and removing harmful toxins in one’s home A Weekend
Kick-Start Detox to ease readers into the program Over 50 simple, organic DIY
cleaning product recipes Easy to digest research on common toxic products in
the home, why they are dangerous to our health, and what to replace them with
Tips and tools from a trusted source to create cleaner, safer homes, resulting in
healthier families Cleanliness is about detoxing, embracing organic, all-natural
methods and products, and protecting the environment. Moms look to Becky to
guide them in the best cleaning practices for their home, and will welcome Clean
Mama’s Guide to a Healthy Home, which shows that going natural isn’t just a
better way to a cleaner home—it’s vital to the health of our bodies, our families,
and our planet.
Kucers’ The Use of Antibiotics is the definitive, internationally-authored
reference, providing everything that the infectious diseases specialist and
prescriber needs to know about antimicrobials in this vast and rapidly developing
field. The much-expanded Seventh Edition comprises 4800 pages in 3 volumes
in order to cover all new and existing therapies, and emerging drugs not yet fully
licensed. Concentrating on the treatment of infectious diseases, the content is
divided into four sections - antibiotics, anti-fungal drugs, anti-parasitic drugs, and
anti-viral drugs - and is highly structured for ease of reference. Each chapter is
organized in a consistent format, covering susceptibility, formulations and dosing
(adult and pediatric), pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics, toxicity, and
drug distribution, with detailed discussion regarding clinical uses - a feature
unique to this title. Compiled by an expanded team of internationally renowned
and respected editors, with expert contributors representing Europe, Africa, Asia,
Australia, South America, the US, and Canada, the Seventh Edition adopts a
truly global approach. It remains invaluable for anyone using antimicrobial agents
in their clinical practice and provides, in a systematic and concise manner, all the
information required when prescribing an antimicrobial to treat infection.
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The most comprehensive source for education-related law in the state, The Education Laws of
Wyoming Annotated features the full text of Title 21 (Education) and hundreds of other
annotated statutes from throughout the Wyoming Statutes Annotated. Features include: Case
notes, cross references, and related research aids Table of Sections Affected by Recent
Legislation Comprehensive index and table of contents for quick access to each area of the
law Annual replacement edition
The author explains his belief that the "world" is a virtual-reality game that exists because we
believe it does. Original.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading
experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
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